Friends and Neighbors:

June 2020

It is once again time to say hello and request your assistance to fund key projects for the peninsula.
Please take a moment to better understand who we are and what we do for the benefit of all Peninsula
Point residents.
First, we thank the Balboa Peninsula Point Association (BPPA) for allowing us to communicate during
this BPPA Membership drive. CFBPP (a 501(c)(3) Charitable Foundation) was formed over 12 years ago
to facilitate quality-of-life improvements for residents of Peninsula Point. Our Foundation designation
gives us wide latitude in performing projects that are not permitted under the more restrictive BPPA
501(c)(7) designation. Those of us on the Foundation Board of Directors are all members of BPPA and
we actively support all of their programs.
BPPA is recognized by the City of Newport Beach as the official Peninsula Point Community Association
and voice of Peninsula Point. Although the Foundation has gained significant City visibility during our 12
years of existence, we always coordinate with BPPA prior to any program initiation. We think of
ourselves as an extension of BPPA in that sense, but we have much more flexibility in choosing projects.
We have no members, per se, but you should know that we are neighbors and are focused on projects
that will make life more enjoyable for all of us. Your tax-deductible contributions allow us to do this.
Over the years, the Foundation has funded 2 popular murals in Balboa Village, funded landscaping of
Main Street and I Street Island, lighted G Street Island, provided key CERT equipment and perhaps most
importantly, we continue to fund the summer security patrol and more (see representative photos
below).
The Foundation has been funding the Peninsula Point security patrol for the past eight years. This has
been a very popular program and many of you have asked us to expand it out beyond the busy summer
season and boat parade week. We cannot do this and plan other ambitious projects without your
contributions. Please donate what you can, and we will continue to act as your unpaid advocates for a
safer and more beautiful Peninsula Point.
Send checks to: CFBPP
P.O. Box 4322
Newport Beach, CA 92661
or direct deposit via Zelle to cfbpp11@gmail.com
Have a great summer,
CFBPP Board:

Ken Drellishak, Bob Yant, Steve Gainey, Bill Mathies, Denise Macias

